
The novelty of owning your ship has worn off quickly.  With good paying work hard to come by the ship 

costs more than feeding your crew.  For every bolt you tighten, a new wire springs loose and you still 

haven’t found where that strange smell is coming from.  The only reliable thing is the holo-suite, but the only 

thing it plays is infomercials.  As you are listening to another advertisement about finding truth in religion an 

emergency broadcast breaks through the transmission. 

 

“This is the Upsilon Haven, we are under attack by outlaws.  Please help, we are desperate!” 

 

Upsilon Haven isn’t far and who knows, maybe a bit of good work might give you a sizeable reward.  

Hopefully enough to get more air-freshener and maybe ear-plugs to mute out the incessant advertisements. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 
Reward: Variable 

 

Each civilian that you bring back to your ship is 

worth 4 UA reward.  The crew which rescues 

the most civilians is considered the winner. 

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE 
Reward: Variable 

 

Secured in the lockers are valuable prototypes 

and data plans.  Retrieving these will provide 

another reward. The first locker opened will 

have the 5 UA objective counter, the second will 

have the 3 UA objective counter. If returned to 

the ship they may be traded during the Trade 

Phase as normal to gain the rewards. 

• Regular Trader 1 die 

• Tech Class 2 dice 

• Machine Class 2 dice 

• Skill Level of Hack +1 die per level 

 

Each locker has a separate code and requires a 

second Interact to retrieve.  Only the Trader who 

retrieved the combination code is able to open a 

locker. 

 

civilians 
The civilians are in a panic but want to escape 

from the outpost.  Each civilian can be 

Persuaded to join the crew.  Each of these 

civilians will not join the crew at the end of the 

mission, instead they will earn a reward of 4 UA 

for each civilian returned to Trader’s ship. 

 

Single mission 
When playing this mission as a single mission, 

take a full crew of 4 Traders.  Advance each 

Trader by 1 point.  Spend up to 5 UA on 

equipment. 

SPECial instructions 
Lockers 
Valuable information is secured in the lockers 

highlighted in blue.  Each locker is secured with 

a complex combination code.  The combinations 

are kept in the central database and can be 

accessed through the data terminals. Once a 

trader has retrieved a combination, they are 

able to Interact to open a locker. 

 

Data terminals 
Traders may Interact with terminals highlighted 

in red to get the combination codes.  Retrieving 

the combination code from a terminal requires it 

to be hacked.  To hack the terminal a trader 

must roll a number of dice listed below and beat 

the firewall value of 1. 
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